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Welcome to the 2003

Yamaha Gear catalog.

Browse this catalog to find

accessories that will enhance

the sound and quality of your

instrument. As a leader in all

areas of music development,

Yamaha offers a wide selection

of merchandise including

interactive software, dynamic

sound systems, and versatile

care products. Yamaha Gear

has everything to better equip

the musical needs of a profes-

sional or beginning musician.

Please contact us to find out

more about these exceptional

products and dealer locations.

More information regarding

Yamaha Corporation of

America and Yamaha Gear

can also be found on the

Internet. To receive

newsletters and

updates on new prod-

ucts, be sure to log on to

www.yamaha.com. To get

some genuine Yamaha 

merchandise, log on to

www.yamahagear.com or

call 800-79-YAMAHA.
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RH5MA PROFESSIONAL MONITOR HEADPHONES
If you’re looking to minimize extraneous noise while 
capturing the highest quality sound, look no further. 
RH5MA monitor headphones are recognized by sound
experts as superior monitoring headphones capable of 
producing extraordinarily accurate sound reproduction. 
These headphones are particularly proficient in the difficult
low to mid-low frequencies and can flawlessly replicate 
even the most precise mix. Other features include:
• 98 dB/mW of sensitivity 
• 32 Ohms of impedance
• 20 Hz – 20 kHz of full spectrum frequency
*includes 8', oxygen-free copper cord with 1/8" plug and 1/4" adaptor

$69.99

RH1 PORTABLE STEREO HEADPHONES
Built for the constantly mobile musician who is looking for 
a lightweight, high quality headphone. Advanced open 
ear design makes sound brighter and fuller. Capable of
delivering a remarkable acoustic presence, the RH1 is an
economical headphone that is ideal for people on the go.
Other features include:
• 90 dB/mW of sensitivity
• 32 Ohms of impedance
• 20 Hz–20 kHz of full spectrum frequency response
*includes 6' cord with 1/8" plug and 1/4" adaptor

$14.99

RH2B STEREO HEADPHONES
Recognizing that many of today’s musicians require a 
closed-ear headphone that is lightweight and comfortable,
Yamaha created the perfect product. The RH2B delivers
sonic brilliance in a mere 6.3 ounce design. Pivoting ear
pads and closed ear plates create a comfortable atmosphere
for long term listening pleasure. Other features include:
• 93.5dB/mW of sensitivity
• 32 Ohms of impedance
• 25 Hz – 15 kHz of full spectrum frequency response
*includes 8' cord with 1/8" plug and 1/4" adaptor 

$24.99

RH3 PROFESSIONAL STEREO HEADPHONES
Taking sound quality a bit further is the RH3 stereo head-
phone. These professional headphones are equipped with
high-power magnetic neodymium which delivers impressively
sharp treble and earth-shattering bass. For professionals seek-
ing maximum detail and clarity in an affordable package,
these are the logical choice. Other features include:
• 95 dB/mW of sensitivity
• 60 Ohms of impedance
• 20 Hz – 20 kHz of full spectrum frequency response
*includes 8' cord with 1/8" plug and 1/4" adaptor

$44.99

MH200 HEADSET with built-in microphone
Perfect for an audience-interactive DJ or a classroom 
keyboard setting, the MH200 headset alleviates the 
hassle of a hand-held mic, freeing musicians’ hands for 
more imperative matters. High performance closed-ear 
headphones combined with a sensitive dynamic microphone 
craft the MH200 headset. Other features include:
• 100 dB/mW of sensitivity
• Distortion <0.2%
• Frequency response of 20 Hz – 20 kHz
*includes 8' cord with 1/8" plug and 1/4" adaptor

$59.99
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AUDIO ACCESSORIES
Expect the best in Yamaha audio
accessories. Only the finest quality
audio accessories are selected 
utilizing the latest in technology to
create a product worthy of repro-
ducing your masterpiece. Whether
you’re listening to music on-the-go 
or in the studio creating the next big
hit, Yamaha audio products will be
there for you.

RH5MA
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YSTM101B* POWERED MONITOR SPEAKERS
Utilizing Yamaha’s exclusive Advanced YST technology, 
this tight little bundle packs unbelievable sound and music
reproduction into an incredibly affordable, compact pack-
age. Featuring 6 watts of total RMS power with full range
and a 21/2" pure Spruce wood driver in each cabinet, its
slanted baffled design helps display the stunning high end 
at 20kHz to the deep powerful low end at 80Hz. 

$39.99

YSTMS201B* POWERED SPEAKER AND 
SUBWOOFER SYSTEM

Yamaha’s most economical package features 2 brilliant 
compact monitor speakers coupled with an incredibly rich
subwoofer. Bundled in a uniquely compact design, this sys-
tem delivers 30 watts of total RMS power with high ends
reaching 20kHz and the bass response down to 45Hz. 
This affordable 3-piece system includes a 61/2" bass 
driver in the subwoofer and an oval 34/15" x 13/4" 
full-range driver in each monitor enclosure.

$59.99

YSTMS50B* POWERED SPEAKER AND 
SUBWOOFER SYSTEM

The absolute in complete audio enhancement. The YSTMS50
will more than upgrade the sound system for any keyboard,
synthesizer, PC, or audio player. Loaded with two incredible
20-watt satellite speakers and an immensely powerful 40-
watt subwoofer thumping the deepest bass down to 30Hz.
This system will be the last speaker system you buy – period.

$149.99

TRS-MS01 POWERED SPEAKER AND 
SUBWOOFER SYSTEM FOR TYROS

This state of the art speaker system was specifically designed
for the Yamaha TYROS keyboard. Using Yamaha’s Advanced
Active Servo Technology, the TRS-MS01 produces incredibly
crisp treble and thundering bass to enhance your keyboard
performance. Two satellite speakers mount directly on the
keyboard and the bass control knob on the subwoofer
adjusts for the perfect spacious mix.

$199.99

YST SERIES POWERED MONITOR SPEAKERS 
CONCERT-QUALITY SOUND IN A COMPACT DESIGN

Yamaha’s exclusive Advanced Active Servo and
Active Servo Technologies generate incredible bass
from small speaker enclosures. They are the ideal
method of combining amplifiers and speakers for
maximum performance. These systems intelligently
adjust the negative impedance generation as the
speaker moves, creating a hard, rigid cone that
prevents deep resonant waves from leaking out of
the cone. This means the full power of the wave is
forced out through the air port, resulting in clear,
powerful bass. 

Air pressure
decreases,
resulting 
in weak,
muffled bass

Air pressure
increases,
resulting 
in tighter,
cleaner bass

Rigid cone
prevents deep
resonant
waves from
leaking through

Pliable cone
allows deep
resonant
waves to
leak through

Results: Weak, Muddy Bass
Noticeable Distortion

Clear, Powerful Bass
Minimal Distortion

Results:

*Also available in white
Check out yamaha.com to find out which products are compatible with your instruments
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GP4 GUITAR POLISH
When building the perfect guitar, a
skilled luthier knows the importance
of its finish. Yamaha’s GC71 is 
luxuriously hand finished with an 
all-natural shellac applied in 300
individual layers – a process that
takes over 3 months to complete. 
If our polish is good enough for 
the GC71...

$6.99

GUITAR ACCESSORY KITS
The complete package for the acoustic or electric guitar player. Includes everything you’ll need to start yourself down the road to
musical enjoyment: Yamaha Guitar Method book, a spare set of Yamaha strings, Yamaha picks, an untreated Yamaha cloth,
Yamaha guitar polish, Yamaha string winder, and an extra strong woven strap.

GAKIT Acoustic Kit (includes digital tuner) $39.99
EAKIT Electric Kit (includes pitch pipe) $39.99

PCK PRO CARE KIT
If maintaining your instrument matters
to you, do it with the right stuff.
Yamaha guitar polish, fretboard oil,
and untreated polish cloth are the
tools you need.  Keep your guitar
free of dust, dirt, and grease to 
preserve its proper tone. Besides,
shouldn't looks matter, too?

$15.99

DPCK DELUXE PRO CARE KIT
Looking for the entire package?
Yamaha guitar polish, fretboard 
oil, string cleaner, and an untreated 
polishing cloth will ensure that your
guitar stays in proper working 
order just like the day you bought 
it. Give your guitar a protective
shine, preserve your glistening 
fretboard, and treat your strings 
to a tonally clean experience.

$22.99

CARE PRODUCTS
Trust your instrument with a name that is synonymous with quality musical 
instruments. Yamaha has been making musical instruments for over 115 years.
Making a guitar is an art form requiring a high level of sensitivity and deep
dedication. Our craftsmen have honed their skills to perfection, and the results
are obvious in the guitars they make. There are only a few craftsmen with this
level of dedication found worldwide. These same craftsmen also require that
only the best care products be used in maintaining their musical masterpieces.

F02 FRETBOARD OIL
Your fretboard is made with the finest
and most luxurious woods available.
So why would you put a greasy,
watered-down liquid on it?  Trust it
with the highest quality oils created
specifically for fretboards. Our 
fretboard oil will maintain and 
even restore the healthy look and
feel of your guitar.

$5.99

SC2 STRING CLEANER
Everyone knows that old strings
become dirty, oily, and even 
corroded. With our string cleaner,
you can prolong the life of your
strings by clearing away all the dirt
and grime that kill your tone and
destroy your strings.

$6.49

PC10 UNTREATED POLISHING CLOTH
We recommend using only the proper
care products when maintaining your
instrument, which is why Yamaha 
polish cloths are untreated by choice.
Using our untreated polish cloths with
maintenance products like Yamaha 
polishes, oils, and cleaners will 
ensure your instrument’s longevity, 
beauty, and performance.

$3.99

Shellac Finish Process
A single, micro thin coat is hand-
rubbed on the Yamaha GC71 
and left to dry before the next coat
is applied. More than 3 months
and 300 hand-rubbed coats later,
this process results in a finish that 
is nothing less than priceless.
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STRINGS
Demand the best! Yamaha guitar strings are built with three important tenets in mind:

• Tone – The perfect blend of proven materials creates a warm and rich tone.
• Consistency – Yamaha quality standards and precision equipment ensure a standard of excellence.
• Durability – Strings made by one of the finest in the business assure a long lasting and comfortable string.

Many of the world’s finest Yamaha guitars are crafted and refined using Yamaha’s select musical 
instrument strings. The same attention to quality is given to each and every string, as with all of 
Yamaha’s instruments, making it the obvious choice for beginners and professionals alike.

ELECTRIC
A contemporary classic! Nickel
wound strings capture the rich, warm
tone found only on the finest quality
instruments. Offered in the three most
popular and widely used gauges,
these strings are used by some of the
most demanding and innovative
players today. 

EN09 09-42 $9.99
EN10 10-46 $9.99
EN11 11-52 $9.99

ELECTRIC HEAVY BOTTOM
If you’re looking for a thick, fat bot-
tom end, you’ve chosen wisely. The
heavy bottom electric strings allow
you to mix the deep low-end with
the crisp, clean highs. Superior out-
put and high oxidation resistance
make these heavy bottom strings a
must in your arsenal.

EN09HB 09-46 $9.99
EN10HB 10-52 $9.99

DROP 6
Why relearn on a 7-string when you
can drop on 6? Yamaha’s exclusive
Drop6® design allows you to reach
the down & dirty depths of a low-B
string but maintains the proper neck
width that you’ve become accustomed
to. Ideal for longer scale guitars, like
Yamaha’s Drop6® Series.

EN10DS 10-62 $12.49
EN11DS 11-64 $12.49
EN12DS 12-66 $12.49
*B to B

ACOUSTIC/ELECTRIC
For those seeking the perfect balance
between the warmth of an acoustic
and the energy of an electric, these
are the strings of choice. Available 
in Phosphor Bronze or Nylon, these
strings produce a brilliant yet warm
rich tone.

AEP12 12-53 $12.75
AEN12 28-43 $14.25

BASS
Yamaha basses are famous for their
tone and playability–use the strings
that put them there. Longer lasting
than conventional Nickel-plated
strings, these stainless steel bass
strings produce a brilliant tone, with
a unique fullness not found in other
stainless strings.

H4030 4string 45-105 $39.99
H4050 5string 45-125 $57.99
H4070 6string 32-125 $61.99

ACOUSTIC 80/20
Looking for a string with brilliant tone
and a comfortable feel? The 80/20
Bronze strings are designed to bring
life back to your guitar. 80/20s pro-
vide the perfect blend of rich tone
and comfortable feel while providing
a durable, lasting string.

FB10 10-47 $11.25
FB12 12-53 $11.25
FB13 13-56 $11.25
FB1200 12string 10/10-30/49 $17.25

NYLON CLASSICAL
Premium quality nylon strings from
people who know classic guitars.
Crafted from high-density, mono-fila-
ment nylon, these nylon strings offer
a rich tone depth found on many of
the preeminent classical guitars.

CN10 28-43 $13.50

ACOUSTIC PHOSPHOR BRONZE
For those seeking the perfect tone,
Phosphor Bronze strings are it. These
are the absolute in acoustic strings
suited for only the finest of guitars.
Many professionals have come to
rely on the clarity and warm beauti-
ful acoustic sound that Phosphor
Bronze strings provide.

FP10 10-47 $13.25
FP12 12-53 $13.25
FP13 13-56 $13.25
FP1200 12string 10/10-30/49 $20.99

Check out yamaha.com to find out which products are compatible with your instruments
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GSN BLACK
2" adjustable nylon strap

$4.99

GSN RED
2" adjustable nylon strap

$4.99

GSN BLUE
2" adjustable nylon strap

$4.99

GSNL BLACK
2" adjustable nylon strap 
with “ladder” design

$6.99

GSW BLACK
2" adjustable cotton 
weave strap

$12.99

GSW NATURAL
2" adjustable cotton 
weave strap

$12.99

GSS BLACK
2" suede strap with 
adjustable end-tail 

$18.99

GSL BLACK
21/2" garment leather strap
with adjustable end-tail

$24.99

GSL BROWN
21/2" garment leather strap
with adjustable end-tail

$24.99

GSD TAPESTRY 1
2" end-tail adjustable strap with olive 
and rust design on black leather

$26.99

GSD TAPESTRY 2
2" end-tail adjustable strap with silver 
and gold design on beige leather

$26.99

GSD BASKETBALL
21/2" end-tail adjustable strap
with basketball material design

$26.99

GSD FOOTBALL
21/2" end-tail adjustable strap
with football material design

$26.99

GSD LEOPARD
2" end-tail adjustable strap 
with leopard print design

$26.99

GSD MARBLE
2" end-tail adjustable strap 
with marble print design

$26.99

GSSW BLACK
3" suede strap with adjustable
end-tail

$34.99

GSSW BROWN
3" suede strap with adjustable
end-tail

$34.99

GSLP BLACK
1" leather strap with 3" sliding
pad and adjustable buckle

$39.99

GSLW BROWN
31/2" leather strap with extra
padding and adjustable end-tail

$54.99

GSLW BLACK
31/2" leather strap with extra
padding and adjustable end-tail

$54.99

YAMAHA STRAPS FOR GUITAR AND BASS
Yamaha straps are crafted with the finest handpicked materials cut and
sewn to the strictest standards. The Yamaha Accessory Products design
team researched materials and engineering processes and found an elite 
selection of product that meet the most intensive of professional's 
needs.  From the sturdy nylon to the top end leathers, Yamaha 
has a premium selection of outstanding straps to meet your desires.
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GS10 GUITAR STAND
Not just your ordinary black guitar
stand, Yamaha’s intuitively designed
guitar stand protects your guitar 
with padded neck supports, cradle,
and cross bar in resilient, padded
rubber. Adjustable from 21" to 30",
the GS10 also features a safety 
lock strap.

$24.99

DSW DELUXE STRING WINDER
Quickly and easily change your
strings.  This rugged, durable string
winder was built for abuse. Molded
notches accommodate various sizes
and types of tuning pegs, and a 
special notch easily pops out bridge
pins on acoustic guitars. The wide
gripped handle and smooth crank
make changing strings a snap.

$6.99

PRO GUITAR CABLES
Get the most out of your sound with
Yamaha’s professional line of guitar
cables specifically designed for a
powerful, clear sound. Heavy duty
connectors and superior noise elimi-
nation shields ensure that pure sound
is all you get. Available in different
lengths for a variety of applications.
3 lengths - 6',10',18'

PGC6 $6.99
PGC10 $9.99
PGC18 $12.99

PCT6 PRO CABLE TIES
If you own more than 3 cables, 
then you need cable ties. Cable ties
attach to your cables for convenient
use when needed and neatly wrap
up your cables when not in use.
Eliminate the messy headache of 
tangled cables with this quick and
inexpensive solution.

$2.99 (pack of 6)

PGC CAPO
Change the key of the song without 
sacrificing your favorite chord formations.
This elastic capo is ideal for the per-
former looking for the instant tuning 
solution. Quickly and easily raise the 
tuning by wrapping the PGC around 
the fretboard and snapping it into place.

$4.99

PPH PICK HOLDER
For the performing musician who constantly
requires a fresh pick. Simply slip this 7"
rubber pick holder on any mic stand and
picks are literally at your fingertips.

$4.99

PSS CLASSIC STEEL SLIDE
The classic steel slide is chrome 
plated to bring out a brighter, more
articulate tone from your guitar.

$5.49

PSG CLEAR GLASS SLIDE
The clear glass slide allows more of
the guitar's natural tone to resonate,
producing a fuller, more lyrical 
“bottleneck” tone.

$5.49

YT150 GUITAR/BASS AUTO TUNER
Effortless tuning in a compact design. Yamaha innovation
once again creates an affordable guitar/bass tuner with
characteristics normally found exclusively in high performance
equipment. Features include: 
• Direct In/Out jacks for tuning any guitar or bass
• Built-in microphone for tuning acoustic guitars 
• Large, easy-to-read LCD meter display with sharp/flat/in-

tune LED lights for quick, accurate tuning
• Auto mode for effortless and effective tuning
• Manual mode with pitch shift from 435Hz to 446Hz
• Guitar and bass recognizing modes displaying notes in

proper tuning order 
• Tilt slot for easy viewing

$24.99

YT250 AUTO/MANUAL CHROMATIC TUNER
Quick and accurate tuning. This versatile chromatic 
model quickly and effectively tunes any instrument across 
8 octaves utilizing a high-resolution LCD meter display. 
Other features include:
• Direct In/Out jacks for tuning any instrument
• Built-in microphone for tuning acoustic instruments
• Large, easy-to-read LCD meter display with sharp/flat/in-

tune LED lights for quick, accurate tuning
• Auto mode for effortless and effective tuning
• Manual mode with pitch shift from 435Hz to 446Hz
• Chromatic tuning allows for standard tuning or any variation
• Tilt slot for easy viewing

$34.99

Check out yamaha.com to find out which products are compatible with your instruments
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PA5D POWER ADAPTOR
If you are tired of figuring out
how long your batteries will 
last, rely on the PA5D to provide
continuous capability without
having to replace your batteries.
Designed to be energy efficient,
the PA5D supplies ample power
to your instrument. A crucial ele-
ment for any keyboard.
*recommended for PSR350, EZ30, 
DGX Series, DJX Series

$39.99

FC4 PIANO STYLE SUSTAIN PEDAL
Created to perform like an acoustic piano’s sustain pedal, 
the FC4 has become a necessity for all portable keyboards.
Adding expression and responsive playability to your keyboard
will enhance your performance and allow your keyboard to
play more like a piano. The FC4’s solid construction features 
a specially designed rubber base securing the pedal on any
surface. Complete with 6-foot cable and 1/4" phone plug. 
*keyboard must have a SUSTAIN input jack

$36.99

FC5 FOOT SWITCH STYLE
SUSTAIN PEDAL

A compact version of the FC4,
the FC5 performs similar to an
acoustic piano’s sustain pedal.
Convenient for travel at an afford-
able price, this pedal’s sturdy con-
struction and rubber foot gripping
ensure long lasting playability.
The FC5 can also be used as a
hands-free on/off or punch in/out
switch. Complete with a 5-foot
cable and 1/4" phone plug.
*keyboard must have a SUSTAIN input jack

$19.99

FC7 VOLUME FOOT CONTROLLER
Add expression to your portable keyboard. The FC7 is a volume
controller that allows you to adjust the volume and even the
effects of your instrument. One of the most durable volume 
foot controllers available, the FC7 withstands the highest 
energy-driven performances. It can also be used to control 
one of the many effects parameters of the STOMP series 
products. Complete with 5-foot cable and 1/4" phone plug. 

$59.99

FC9 DUAL VOLUME FOOT CONTROLLER
With two input and output jacks, the FC9 provides all you
need in a foot controller. Control the audio volume of two
separate instruments through separate 1/4" jacks. MIN VOL
control allows you to set the volume range as desired. Solid
construction provides for stability and security.

$99.99

PA6 POWER ADAPTOR
This simple investment will 
easily save you hundreds on
batteries and maybe even 
millions on that lost hit song.
Stop wasting money on brand
new batteries and just plug it
in! 120V, 60Hz unit drawing
38W and outputs 2A at 12V. 
*recommended for PSR550

$39.99

PA3C POWER ADAPTOR
Don’t get caught losing that #1
hit you just wrote. Plug it in!
The PA3C is designed to elimi-
nate your constant need for
fresh batteries by using efficient
AC operation. Complete with a
6-foot cable. 120V, 60Hz and
the output is 700Ma at 12V. 
*recommended for PSR292 and below,
EZ20, DD35

$19.99

FC3 SUSTAIN PEDAL
Finally, a sustain pedal with options. Unlike most common ped-
als, the FC3 piano style sustain pedal has a unique dual zone
that allows for different types of sustains. Add intensity and emo-
tion to your musical performance with the help of the solidly-built
FC3 sustain pedal. Complete with non-slip rubber base and 6-
foot cable with 1/4" phone plug.
*recommended for P60, P120, P250

$49.99
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CCIBM
If your keyboard, synth, or other musical instrument has a 
To-Host output, then you can connect your instrument directly
to your IBM-compatible PC. Access a limitless array of 
programs, software, and MIDI devices to expand your 
musical creativity.

$19.99

MAC CABLE
If your keyboard, synth, or other musical instrument has a 
To-Host output, then you can connect your instrument directly
to your Macintosh computer. Access a limitless array of 
programs, software, and MIDI devices to expand your 
musical creativity.

$11.99

UX16 MIDI/USB CONVERTER
If your keyboard, synth, or other musical instrument has a MIDI output, then you can connect your instrument directly to your com-
puter via USB. The UX16 instantly transfers the MIDI data from your instrument into your computer’s USB port. Access a limitless
array of programs, software, and MIDI devices to expand your musical creativity.

$49.99

VOCAL KIT
Turn your keyboard into a
Karaoke machine! The Vocal Kit
uses the vocal harmony feature on
certain PSRs so you can sing
along with your favorite songs
while the keyboard plays itself.
Back-up vocals are also played
while the words to the song scroll
along the display panel. This kit
comes complete with an Audix
microphone, 20’ cable, carrying
case, microphone clip, and a disk
that contains 12 incredible hits
from Elvis, Frank Sinatra, Stevie
Wonder, and more.

$79.99

Check out yamaha.com to find out which products are compatible with your instruments

WATCH AND LEARN
VIDEO SERIES

Mastering your keyboard is as close as your
remote control. Study with one of Yamaha’s top
keyboard specialists. Through each video, you
will learn step-by-step instructions on how to 
utilize many of the exciting capabilities of your
Yamaha keyboard from basic operation to
advanced features. Provides live demonstrations
and close-up procedures. Make the most of
your keyboard with these instructional videos!
Now available for digital pianos.

$24.99–26.99

PCMSKIT
Learn to read and play music,
arrange original music, print your
works, and turn your PC into a
desktop MIDI recording studio all
with this complete software pack-
age from Magix. User-friendly 
software makes learning easy and
fun. Specially designed games
help you learn rhythm and note
patterns while fun graphics hold
your attention. Perfect for begin-
ners and professional recording
artists. Includes CD-ROM soft-
ware, keyboard-to-PC connecting
cable, and Easy-Start Guide.

$59.99
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DDS2
A larger version of the DDS1, 
the DDS2 stand was created to 
complement the DD55 Digital Drum
Set. Height is adjustable to five 
different playing heights, from a 
sitting drum kit to standing hand
percussion. An easy to use quick-
change knob allows settings to be
changed and secured. Drum set 
fits securely in place supported by
padded slots. Also featured are the
headphone hook and drumstick rest.
*recommended for DD55

$49.99

DDS1
Unlike most other stands, the
DDS1 is specifically designed 
for the DD35 Digital Drum Set.
Triangle base provides optimum
balance and padded hooks keeps
digital drums securely in place.
Includes convenient headphone
holder and drumstick rest. With its
sturdy base and sleek structure, the
fixed stand stays firmly grounded
as you drum to the beat.
*recommended for DD35

$29.99

YKA7000
Finally, a stand built by players for players. The YKA7000 has it all –
oversized 3" rubber feet and an offset “X-brace” design create complete
stability; the unique telescoping arms and grips hold any keyboard
securely in place without fear of slipping; the spring-action hand lever
quickly and easily sets the stand up to six different playing settings. 
*recommended for PSR, P, S, and Motif Series products

$99.99

YZ STAND
This “Z-style” stand is perfect for the player who likes excellent
support while seated. This width-adjustable design combined
with sturdy Velcro® fasteners support the most intense and ener-
getic of performances. Special mounting screws allow certain
PSR models to be bolted directly on for additional support. 
*recommended for PSR2000 and below, DJX, EZ Series products

$49.99

L3C
This stand was specifically fashioned to bolt directly to many
of Yamaha’s PSR portable keyboards. Offering excellent 
stability and a collapsible design convenient for travel, this
stand is perfect for those who are looking for a secure stand
at a highly affordable price.
*recommended for PSR292 and below, DJX products

$39.99

PKBS1
The quintessential “X-style” stand designed for beginners 
and hobbyists. The folded position is slim and convenient for
travel and storage. Complete with circular locking mecha-
nism and quick change knob that adjusts to six different 
playing heights, this stand provides excellent stability at an
incredibly affordable price.
*recommended for PSR2000 and below, DJX, EZ Series products

$29.99

PKBB1
The PKBB1 offers lasting comfort and a reputation as one of
Yamaha’s top selling benches. Its ultra thick padding and
extra wide single seat assures the utmost comfort for hours 
of music enjoyment. With a definitive black finish and a soft
padded seat, this bench is fully adjustable for individual 
comfort and folds up for your traveling convenience.

$44.99
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L7S TYROS STAND
Sleek and futuristic, the L7S is custom built for the Yamaha
TYROS keyboard. Strong legs hold up the keyboard while 
the intuitive design not only enhances support, but leaves
ample legroom to play while seated. The keyboard sits
securely on the stand supported by thick foam pads for 
the utmost security and reliability. Adds a striking presence 
to any home or music studio.
*recommended for TYROS

$249.99

WB1
Quality wood construction on the WB1, as well as the beau-
tiful natural finish, make this bench an exceptional choice for
sturdy support and classical style. The thick padded seat and
strategic air vents offer comfort and preservation against
usual wear and tear.
*recommended for DGX Series

$119.99

Check out yamaha.com to find out which products are compatible with your instruments

LG100
If you’re looking for the ultimate in stability and design, look no further. 
The LG100 is a versatile stand perfect for home, studio, road, and just
about anything else. This deluxe professional keyboard stand is solidly 
built with high performance chrome construction, folding chrome legs, and
adjustable heights and widths that hold even the heaviest of keyboards.
*recommended for PSR, P, S, and Motif Series products

$199.99

LW15
The LW15 is a sturdy keyboard stand made exclusively for
the DGX200, 202, and 300 keyboards. With a natural
wood finish on the side panels of the stand, the well-designed
LW15 keeps your keyboard secure by attaching directly onto
the bottom of the DGX keyboard. Perfect for any home or
music studio, the solid LW15, matching WB1 bench, and
DGX keyboard make the ideal musical combination.
*recommended for DGX Series

$149.99

DP STAND
Designed specifically for Yamaha digital pianos, the DP Stand
is attractive and width-adjustable, offering a beautiful solution
perfect for in-home or studio use. Constructed of strong and
durable wood with a black finish, the stand can accommodate
many types of keyboards, including digital pianos, YPPs, and
certain PSRs.
*recommended for YPP, P, S, and Motif Series products

$99.99

DP100
Looking for a bench that suits your style? This beautifully
designed piano-style bench was designed to complement 
the YDP Series of digital pianos. Featuring a rosewood-type
finish and soft padded seat, it provides the utmost in class
and comfort. 
*recommended for YDP and PF series

$119.99
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KEYBOARD DUST COVERS
Ward off damaging dust particles and other harmful
debris from your keyboard with an inexpensive dust
cover. Manufactured from soft, opaque plastic and a
special “non-static” treatment, Yamaha’s portable key-
board dust covers are conveniently vented in the back
to accommodate pedals and adaptors.

KDC3800 PSR74-292, EZ, DJX, YPP15/35, S03, S30 $14.99
KDC4250 PSR340-2000, MOTIF6 $14.99
KDC4800 DGX200-300, 9000PRO, TYROS, YPR50, MOTIF7 $14.99
KDC5300 P80, P120, S90, S08 $14.99
KDC5600 DGX500, YPP200, P200-P250 $14.99
KDC6000 MOTIF8 $14.99

KEY SPARKLE KEY
CLEANER

Clean, brighten, and preserve
the life of your piano and 
keyboard keys with Yamaha’s
sensitively fabricated key 
cleaner. Recommended for use
on any electronic or acoustic
keyboard, this premium quality
cleaner is non-streaking, 
non-static, safe on all surfaces,
and dissolves build-up. 

4 oz. spray

YKC $6.99

EXTRA HIGH GLOSS 
PIANO POLISH

Highly recommended for use on
Yamaha pianos, keyboards, and
synthesizers with a polished finish,
Yamaha’s Extra High Gloss Piano
Polish introduces an effective method
of eliminating fingerprints and
smudges while cleaning and polishing
in one step. 

8 oz. spray

YFPHG $14.99

CRÉME PIANO POLISH
Restore and protect the rich, natural
beauty of Yamaha’s handsome wood
finishes with Yamaha’s Créme Piano
Polish. Recommended for use on
Satin Polyester and Satin Lacquer 
finished pianos, this créme gently
removes dirt, stains, and waxy films
other products leave behind. 

16 oz. container

YFP $8.99

Sound Reinforcement
Handbook, 2nd Ed. 
by Gary Davis & Ralph Jones

Sound reinforcement is the use of audio
amplification systems. This book is the
first and only book of its kind to cover all
aspects of designing and using such sys-
tems for public address and musical per-
formance. It features information on both
the audio theory involved and its practi-
cal applications, from microphones to
loudspeakers. This revised edition fea-
tures almost 40 new pages and is even
easier to follow with the addition of an
index and a simplified page and chap-
ter numbering system. New topics cov-
ered include: MIDI, Synchronization,
and an appendix on logarithms.

$34.99

Guide To Sound Systems 
For Worship 

by Jon F. Eiche

This book is written to assist in the
design, purchase, and operation of
a sound system.  It provides the
basic information on sound systems
that is most needed by ministers,
members of Boards of Trustees and
worship and music committees, inter-
ested members of congregations,
and even employees of musical
instrument dealers that sell sound 
systems. To be of greatest value to
all, it is written to be both nonde-
nominational and “non-brand-name.”

$24.99

QUARTZ METRONOMES
Besides being one of the coolest little units on the market, the QT line of
metronomes stands as one of the most versatile and accurate metronomes avail-
able. Enhanced with quartz technology, this compact metronome allows you to
control the volume, choose from two different “beat” sounds, or mute the sound
all together by following a flashing indicator light. Other features include:
• Tempo indications from 40 to 208 beats per minute 
• Built-in controls indicating musical tempo references, from largo to presto
• Standard pitch 440Hz tone for tuning purposes
• 9-volt battery included 
• Extended 2-year warranty

$39.99 QT1QT1BR

QT1B Perfect
w i t h

Pianos
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Check out yamaha.com to find out which products are compatible with your instruments

ARTISTE SERIES KEYBOARD BAGS
The Artiste Series keyboard bags are designed for protection
and portability utilizing lightweight and durable materials.
The outer shell is constructed of premium quality, luggage
grade material to keep dust and other harmful elements from
damaging your electronics. The inside has a padding, pro-
tecting against everyday bumps and bruises.  With uniquely
engineered features like pleated pockets, 14" shoulder strap,
and custom zipper pulls, combined with the finest materials
like 600 denier shell and self-repairing zippers, these bags
provide the ultimate in affordable portability. Your instrument
is worth it. Features include:
• 600 denier envelope-style shell 
• Soft padding on all sides
• Self-repairing zipper with custom pulls
• Shoulder strap with rubber shoulder pad
• Pleated accessory pocket with zipper
• Wrap top handle with custom snaps

YBA610 41"x18" $49.99
YBA620 44"x20" $54.99
YBA760 51"x21" $64.99
YBA880 61"x211/2" $69.99

VIRTUOSO SERIES KEYBOARD BAGS
The Virtuoso Series keyboard bags are designed for the
absolute in form and function. Offering the same high quality
materials used in the Artiste Series, the Virtuoso Series takes it
one step further by adding a thick 11/2" padding that cradles
your keyboard protecting it from any knocks and shocks that
it may encounter. Other features include pleated pockets, 14"
shoulder strap, removable interior sides, 600 denier shell,
and self-repairing zippers. Trust your instrument with only the
finest protection. Features include:
• 600 denier envelope style shell 
• 11/2" Removable foam pads 
• Self-repairing zipper with custom pulls
• 14" padded shoulder strap 
• Pleated accessory pocket with zipper
• Wrap top handle with custom snaps

YBV610 363/8"L x 151/4"W x 6"D $99.99
YBV760 445/8"L x 16"W x 6"D $129.99
YBV880 54"L x 16"W x 6"D $149.99

SURVIVAL KIT 2
Think you have everything
you need?  Think again. 
This kit comes complete
with a sturdy “X” stand, 
custom portable keyboard
bag with oversized exterior
pockets, shoulder strap,
and a limited lifetime 
warranty on both the bag
and the stand. Bag and
stand work with all 49- to
61-key PSR keyboards up
to PSR2000.

$89.99



YBS30
Protect your S30 with this genuine Yamaha keyboard bag. The
YBS30 offers padding on all six sides as well as three pleated
accessory pockets, dual zipper pulls, and eight corner guards.
14" sliding shoulder strap and two reinforced handles make
transport safe and easy.

Interior: 39" x 111/2" x 5"  Exterior: 431/2" x 141/2" x 71/2"

$149.99

YBS90
Using luggage grade material, the YBS90 protects your 
keyboard with well-built dual zipper pulls that can be locked
with a separate luggage padlock. The 11/2" padded lid 
conforms to your keyboard’s shape for an extra safety 
measure. As a result, the YBS90 is the only bag you can 
trust to hold your valuable S90 keyboard. 

Interior: 53" x 15" x 51/2"  Exterior: 58” x 17” x 71/2”

$199.99
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DELUXE PORTABLE BAGS FOR 
MOTIF SERIES SYNTHESIZERS

Designed specifically for the Motif Series,
these bags feature all high-grade material 
construction, 11/2" thick foam on all sides,
vinyl reinforcements and corner guards. In
addition to the three pleated exterior pockets,
these bags also have mesh interior lid pockets
with a conforming 11/2" foam lid between the
Motif and the interior pockets. Styled after the
Motif with Motif logo for Motif6, 7, and 8.

YBMOTIF6 $179.99
Interior: 403/4" x 15" x 5" Exterior: 46" x 171/2" x 61/2"

YBMOTIF7 $189.99
Interior: 481/2" x 15" x 5" Exterior: 53" x 17" x 61/4"

YBMOTIF8 $199.99
Interior: 57" x 18" x 6" Exterior: 62" x 183/4" x 73/4"

YBS03 
Custom designed for the Yamaha S03, the YBS03 is
padded for protection against impact and comes equipped
with adjustable backpack straps to make carrying your 
keyboard effortless. Unlike other keyboard bags that may 
be too big for the S03, the Yamaha exclusive YBS03 bag 
is the perfect fit and offers optimum protection for your 
valuable synthesizer.

Interior: 38" x 111/2" x 41/2"  Exterior: 43" x 103/4" x 63/4"

$99.99

YBS08 
The YBS08 has a unique contrast red stripe that runs across
the front to make it easily identifiable. With 11/2" padding on
all sides, the YBS08 protects your keyboard from damaging
impact. It even has angled foam padding in the back to
guard the keyboard’s sensitive control panel. Lightweight and
sturdy, the YBS08 is the best defense for your S08 synthesizer.

Interior: 521/4" x 121/2" x 51/2"  Exterior: 58" x 131/2" x 71/2"

$179.99
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YBP80
Specifically created for the P80, the YBP80 surrounds the
digital piano in 2" of thick padding. Three exterior pockets
hold all the essential accessories – sheet music, music stand,
cables, and pedals. A padded shoulder strap and handle
provide added comfort in transporting your keyboard from
gig to gig.

Interior: 53" x 11" x 4"  Exterior: 57" x 15" x 81/2"

$149.99

Check out yamaha.com to find out which products are compatible with your instruments

YBP200
The soft handle, rugged wheels, and compact profile of this
bag make it easy to move your digital piano or synthesizer
from gig to gig. In transit, the bag’s tear-resistant covering and
thick padding cushion your instrument in a safe environment
while two exterior pockets store cables, music, and other
accessories.

Interior: 54" x 19" x 6"  Exterior: 57" x 21" x 81/2"

$199.99

YBDJXB
This hip little bag is sure to turn heads.  The courier-style backpack is loaded with pockets,
pouches, flaps, and all the bells and whistles you could ask for.  Perfect for DJs carrying LPs,
guitarists hauling pedals, keyboardists lugging cables, or anyone with a laptop.  This bag is
limitless – but most of all, it’s just cool.

$34.99

DELUXE PORTABLE BAG FOR TYROS
Only the YBTYROS keyboard bag is designed
specifically for the traveling needs of the TYROS
keyboard. With padded interior pockets to
store the two satellite TYROS speakers and the
music sheet stand, the YBTYROS manages 
your musical gear with ease. Contrast silver
stripe and embroidered logo make the 
YBTYROS uniquely Yamaha.

Interior: 443/4" x 17" x 7" Exterior: 50" x 201/2" x 8"

$199.99

YB9000PRO
Yamaha’s top of the line YB9000PRO keyboard bag is
made with high quality 600 denier luggage grade material.
Padded foam on all sides absorbs shock to safeguard your
9000PRO keyboard at all times. Special features such as the
“Hands Free Towing” shoulder strap and the tough inset
wheels set the YB9000PRO bag far above the competition.

Interior: 50" x 151/2" x 51/4"  Exterior: 541/2" x 18" x 71/2"

$199.99

YBP120
The YBP120 is made from 600 denier shell material making
it a high quality luggage grade keyboard bag. 14" padded
shoulder strap, two inset wheels, and two exterior handles
make transport convenient. In addition, the thick padded
foam is uniquely angled to cradle the instrument under the
keys for absolute protection. Count on the distinctive YBP120
keyboard bag for superior quality and reliable security.

Interior: 53" x 13" x 51/2"  Exterior: 57" x 143/4" x 7"

$179.99
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YCWX5 DELUXE HARDSHELL CASE
Sporting an impressive professional appearance, Yamaha’s
signature hardshell case offers advanced protection for the
WX5 with layers of shock-absorbing foam. The YCWX5 
features compartments to tote essential accessories, such 
as a power adaptor, extra mouthpiece, cables, and straps. 

$149.99

YCTYROS DELUXE HARDSHELL CASE
The ultimate in protection, the TYROS keyboard case is
designed with a durable molded shell, locking chrome clasps,
and retractable handles on three sides. Two inset wheels
make transportation easy, while the foam padding, specially
created to fit the TYROS speakers and pedals, keeps your
keyboard and accessories in prestine condition.

$499.99

YCMOTIF6 DELUXE HARDSHELL CASE
Designed exclusively for the MOTIF6, the YCMOTIF6 features
two inside compartments to protect pedals and adaptors,
while hiding two additional compartments underneath for
music, cables, manuals, even your cell phone. The hardshell
contour of this case provides lasting protection for your prized
investment. Other features include:
• Three outer handles for convenient transport
• Inner access handles for effortless synthesizer retrieval
• Rugged wheels for comfortable travel

$399.99

YCMOTIF7 & YCMOTIF8 DELUXE HARDSHELL CASES
The protective outer shell on the YCMOTIF7 and YCMOTIF8
safeguards against the hazards of traveling while the sturdy
inner pads gently keep the keyboard in place. Two discreet
compartments conveniently hide away music cables or manu-
als. Great for storage and travel. Other features include:
• Three outer padded handles for convenient transport
• Inner access handles for effortless synthesizer retrieval
• Rugged wheels for comfortable travel

YCMOTIF7 for Motif7 $449.99
YCMOTIF8 for Motif8 $499.99

YAMAHA DELUXE HARDSHELL CASES
Owning a professional keyboard requires a durable case
for ultimate protection. All Yamaha keyboard cases are
layered with three different grades of foam that provide
solid support protecting all sides of the keyboard while
offering shock-absorbing cushion for keys and switches.
Other features include:
• Tough molded case with metal trim and locks
• Three outer padded handles for convenient transport
• Rugged wheels for comfortable travel

YCP200 for P200 $499.99
YCS90 for S90 $499.99
YC9000PRO for 9000PRO $499.99
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